test 5 Version A
> Grammar
1

3 monkeys / jump from tree to tree

Complete the sentences with the simple
present. (1 point each)
1

Do

(like) snakes?

the Amazon Indians
(hunt) animals?
.

Yes, they
Mark

4

(work) in a zoo?

Sam and Eva
in Madrid?

4

(live)

.

No, we

the Arctic fox

6

> Vocabulary

.

No, he

Yes, it
2

5 cats / see in the dark

.

Yes, I

5

4 snakes / live in very cold places

(eat) fish?

.

you

2
3

eat

cats
do
Yes, they

Complete the sentences with the words in
the box. (1 point each)
claws
trunk

(hibernate)?

.

horns
tail

scales
trunk

1 An elephant uses its

Write questions for the underlined answers.
(3 points each)

to hold things.

2 A snake’s body is covered with
.

1 The frog uses its tongue to catch food.
What does the frog use to catch food?

3 An eagle has strong

2 Birds migrate in the winter.

5 A scorpion has a poisonous

4 An ox has sharp

5

3 Yes, a scorpion hides in the sand.

.

.
.

Circle the correct verb. (1 point each)
1 Frogs migrate / hibernate in the winter.

4 Birds usually build their nests in trees.

2 A platypus is a mammal, but it stings /
lays eggs.

5 An eagle has two wings.

3 Bison migrate / adapt to get away from
the winter cold.
4 Bees sting / build to protect themselves or
their hives.

3

Write Yes/No questions and answers with
can. Use the cues. Use capital letters where
necessary. (3 points each)

5 Some people hide / hunt for fun, not for
food.

1 elephants / run fast
Can elephants run fast?
Yes, they can.
2 dogs / talk
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test 5 Version A
> Reading

> Writing

6 	Read the interview and circle the correct
answer. (1 point each)

7

INTERVIEWER: Welcome to “Life in the
Wild.” Tonight, Michael Coleman is with us.
He’s a wildlife photographer and he lives in
Africa. Michael, can you tell us what your usual
workday is like?

Correct the following paragraph. Use capital
letters, commas, and periods. Then fill in the
blanks with and, but, or because. (15 points)
Lions eat almost anything they usually hunt
they also eat buffalos giraffes
deer
even crocodiles they like to hunt
at night and in the early morning
they are most active during these times they
drink water, but they can go for long periods
without water in deserts and very dry
areas if they are very hungry they eat dead
animals.

MICHAEL: A typical day would be like this:
I follow some lion tracks along a river bed. The
tracks are fresh, so I know that the lions are
close. I suddenly see six lions. There is a mother
with two cubs. It is a dangerous situation. If the
lioness feels that her babies are in danger, she
will attack. Slowly, I climb up a tree. Imagine
me and my camera so close to all those lions!
I’m lucky to be alive!

		

56

1 Michael is a wildlife …
a hunter

b photographer

c artist

2 He follows the … of the lions.
a smell

b sound

c tracks

3 He carries a …
a gun

b knife

c camera

4 He says he’s ... to be alive.
a happy

b lucky

c proud
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